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Executive Summary 
 
This report, INNOVATING FOR ACCESS & SUCCESS: Open Educational Resource 

Policies that Address Barriers to Success for Students at Tennessee Community 

Colleges, was produced out of the Postsecondary Education Research Center (PERC) in 

the Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies at the University of 

Tennessee.  
 

The goal of this report is to explore the potential of 

Open Educational Resource (OER) policies to help 

address barriers to access and success resulting 

from the rising cost of course materials for 

students at community colleges throughout 

Tennessee.1 

 

After presenting an overview of differences between OER and traditionally copyrighted 

course materials, three policy alternatives promoting the use of OER will be outlined 

and evaluated based on the goals of access, success, and feasibility. The policy 

alternatives evaluated include Alternative 1, a system-funded low/no-cost OER 

initiative; Alternative 2, a student course fee-funded low/no-cost OER initiative; and 

Alternative 3, a system or institution-mandated course material cost cap across all 

General Education courses. Potential system and institution-level impacts of these 

policies are also provided in Section V: Evaluation & Discussion.   

 

The report concludes with a recommendation for institutions to adopt Alternative 2, 

with incremental movement toward Alternative 1 as feasible for the system. It is 

further recommended the Tennessee Board of Regents further explore the feasibility of 

                                                      
 
 
 
1 THE HEWLETT FOUNDATION DEFINES OPEN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES (OER) AS “HIGH-QUALITY TEACHING, LEARNING, AND RESEARCH 
MATERIALS THAT ARE FREE FOR PEOPLE EVERYWHERE TO USE AND REPURPOSE” (OPEN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES, 2019). FOR THE PURPOSES 
OF THIS REPORT, COURSE MATERIALS REFER TO TEXTBOOKS AND EBOOKS, WORKBOOKS AND MANUALS, AND/OR ANY OTHER HOMEWORK 
SYSTEM OR DIGITAL COURSEWARE PRODUCTS A FACULTY MEMBER ASSIGNS AS “REQUIRED” FOR THEIR COURSE. 

Open Educational Resources (OER) 
 

“High-quality teaching, learning, 
and research materials that are 
free for people everywhere to use 
and repurpose.” 
 

Hewlett Foundation 
hewlett.org 
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Alternative 3, i.e., establishing a course-level cost cap for materials at either the 

institution or system level. 

 

Methodology  

The snapshot of policies and initiatives provided in this report are a result of the 

researcher’s review of research on course material costs, Open Educational Resources 

(OER), and college affordability. The data and recommendations herein are also 

informed by the researcher’s interactions with postsecondary stakeholders in Tennessee 

and other states as a result of previous roles in teaching and curriculum design, student 

success administration, and higher ed publishing/EdTech.  

 

Assumed in this analysis is that market forces alone will not be sufficient enough to 

correct the rising costs of course materials, thus necessitating policy intervention on the 

institution and/or system-level. Data for the projections utilized in Section V 

(Evaluation & Discussion) are based on NCES, IPEDs, and Tennessee Board of Regents-

provided data. Also assumed is that the research findings upon which the projected 

impact calculations are based are consistent enough to be extended to and relevant for 

Tennessee-based institutions.  

 

This report was completed under the guidance of Dr. Patrick Biddix, Professor and 

Associate Director of The Postsecondary Education Research Center (PERC), and with 

most appreciated feedback from Dr. David Houston, Professor of Political Science at the 

University of Tennessee, Knoxville, and faculty in the Department of Natural Sciences at 

Walters State Community College Sean Cordry, Kristin Rich, Matthew Smith, and Jeff 

Horner. Appreciation also to Dr. Amy Moreland and Douglas Comes at the Tennessee 

Board of Regents Office of Policy & Strategy, who facilitated the acquisition of much of 

the TBR data utilized in the projected impact calculations. 
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I. BACKGROUND 
 

Student debt is one of the most pressing issues currently facing higher education, 

and the ever-rising cost of course materials further contributes to the issue. In fact, 

“sixty-five percent of students have skipped buying a textbook at some point because of 

cost, and each year, $3 billion of federal student aid goes to pay for textbooks” (Vitez, 

2018). These costs not only increase student debt— they also produce barriers to student 

access and success as students attempt coursework without purchasing the required 

materials. 

In terms of student spending, Allen (2010) reported the average college student 

in the US spends $900+ on textbooks each year. For students enrolled in community 

colleges, this expense represents a significant fraction of the overall degree cost. 

Research also confirms that not much has changed since 2010; for instance, a spring 

2016 Florida Virtual Campus survey reported that more than half of students spent over 

$300 on textbooks, with around 18% paying over $500 that semester (Donaldson & 

Shen, 2016). Another 2016-2017 study reported that students at Tennessee community 

colleges spent an average of $1,389 on books and supplies over the course of the 

academic year (Collier, 2019). 

Lack of competition and insufficient consumer information are two primary 

contributors toward the high costs of course materials. To help protect the student 

consumer, policy intervention could target these two breakdowns in the course 

materials market: 

 

1. A lack of competition limits consumer freedom. Faculty who make the 

decisions about the course materials are not the end consumers/students of those 

materials. When faculty fail to factor cost into 

their decisions, students must sometimes choose 

between buying the required materials or 

purchasing necessary goods like housing, 

medication, transportation, etc. When students 

opt to purchase necessary goods instead of course 

Policy could help 
protect student 
consumers by 
encouraging faculty 
to consider cost when 
selecting materials. 
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materials, their ability to succeed in a course can be compromised (Fischer 2015; 

Martin, et al, 2017). Faculty also have little control over the final product 

delivered– it is common practice for publishers to force faculty into new editions; 

similarly, digital codes and “inclusive access” models only further limit consumer 

choice and competition (Senack, Donoghue, Grant, & Steen, 2016). Furthermore, 

students paying for materials with financial aid dollars may only use those funds 

at the campus bookstore, and some Tennessee community colleges (Walters State 

and Northeast State, for example) have no off-campus stores nearby to provide 

the competition needed to keep on-campus pricing in check. The result is a 

market that disincentivizes publishers and bookstores from maintaining 

reasonable prices. Policy could protect students, the end consumers, by 

encouraging faculty to consider cost when selecting course materials. In doing so, 

perhaps the $3 billion in federal student aid spent on course materials each year 

could be otherwise and more productively allocated. 

2. Lack of consumer information. The limited time faculty are able to devote to 

exploring course material options is largely bombarded by high-dollar marketing 

tactics (office cold calls, emails, cash incentives, free lunches with presentations, 

etc.) that focus faculty attention on a narrow range of options. Digital initiatives 

and inclusive access programs may lower the price initially, but additional fees 

related to printed copies and/or access beyond the duration of the semester are 

often not factored in to those savings. Losing 

access to one’s digital subscription after the 

semester can likewise bear significant costs -- 

not having reference materials from a 

previous semester could present issues as 

students tackle increasingly complex coursework. As described in the next 

section, easily adoptable, high-quality Open Educational Resources are now 

available for almost all General Education course areas, and their low/no-cost 

price point can significantly impact the cost of attending community college. 

Faculty, however, remain largely unaware that these options even exist—

nationwide, only 10% are “very aware” and 20% “aware” of OER (Seaman and 

Policy could help raise 
faculty awareness of 
more affordable course 
material options.  
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Seaman, 2017). In this respect, policy could help raise faculty awareness of more 

affordable course material options.  

Concerns about the rising cost of course materials lie beyond student debt. Not 

having the required materials can be detrimental to a students’ ability to succeed in a 

course, with cost cited as one of the chief barriers behind students’ decisions to forego 

the purchase of required materials (Buczynski, 2007; Donaldson & Shen, 2016; Martin, 

et al, 2017; Jhangiani & Jhangiani, 2017; Hendricks, Reinsberg, & Rieger, 2017). 

Students also decide to take fewer classes and/or not register for specific courses 

because of textbook cost, thus delaying time to graduation (FVC, 2016; Martin, et al, 

2017). These effects ripple to local, regional, and ultimately state economies as workers 

without post-secondary degrees experience higher unemployment and lower earnings as 

compared to workers with more education (“Education still pays,” 2014). 

Federal policy has attempted to address some of these concerns. In 2008, when 

Congress reauthorized the 1965 Higher Education Opportunity Act (HEOA), guidelines 

were added to increase transparency such as requiring publishers to provide details on 

content revisions for new editions as well as net and retail pricing for all available 

formats (HEOA, 2008). The HEOA also stipulated that schools disclose ISBN and 

pricing information to off-campus bookstores and students by the time of registration, 

with the hopes of giving students more of an opportunity to factor in cost as they make 

decisions about and register for future coursework.  

Despite these attempts to increase transparency, and even though affordability 

has been identified as a key predictor for college enrollment and academic success 

(Heller & Becker, 2003; Becker & St. John, 2006), little has changed. The cost of higher 

education continues to rise at an alarming rate, over 538% since 1985 (Jamrisko & 

Kolet, 2013). Increases in consumer prices for college textbooks also continue to outpace 

those of tuition and fees (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2016).  

Leaders in Tennessee have worked hard to eliminate barriers associated with the 

cost of tuition, yet barriers presumably remain because of the high and ever-rising cost 
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of course materials2. These costs could even contribute to other issues facing higher 

education in Tennessee, including declining adult enrollment, troubling African 

American retention and employment rates, and falling graduation rates for low-income 

students (State of Higher Education in Tennessee, 2017). The goal of this report is to 

examine policies geared toward promoting affordable, low/no-cost course materials 

across Tennessee community colleges, so that a future that keeps the promise of access 

and success to students across the state can be secured.  

 

II. OVERVIEW OF OPEN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES (OER) 
One approach to tackling the issues of affordability, access, and success caused by 

the high cost of course materials is through the use of Open Educational Resources 

(OER). The Hewlett Foundation defines OER as “high-quality teaching, learning, and 

research materials that are free for people everywhere to use and repurpose” (Open 

Education Resources, 2019). In contrast to the restrictive license tied to traditionally 

copyrighted materials, authors of OER apply a “Creative Commons” (CC) license to their 

work that legally enforces free access and sharing. Like copyrighted materials, authors 

of OER are also cited and receive credit when others use, build upon, and enhance their 

work. The difference is that authors of CC-licensed materials have marked them for free 

use and sharing, which—particularly for educators—results in a number of benefits 

described later in this section. 

Freely sharable, OER naturally lend themselves to digital delivery. Students may 

print all or any portion of the materials, and on average, students save $116.94 per 

course when Open Educational Resources are adopted in place of traditional textbooks 

(Nyamweya, 2018). The quality of OER materials are also increasingly less a concern, 

                                                      
 
 
 
2 IN PROGRESS (FORTHCOMING SPRING 2020) ARE THE RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF SURVEY RESEARCH REGARDING THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE 
COST OF REQUIRED COURSE MATERIALS PRESENTS BARRIERS TO SUCCESS FOR STUDENTS AT TENNESSEE COMMUNITY COLLEGES.  
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thanks to crowd-sourcing approaches to honing and sharing materials enabled by the 

internet– in fact, faculty have reported OER to be of the same or better quality than that 

of commercial textbooks (Bliss, et al, 2013; Hendricks, et al, 2017). Pedagogically, 

educators using OER enjoy advantages over traditionally copyrighted materials, as 

OER’s flexible permissions allow the user to retain, reuse, revise, remix, and 

redistribute3:  

 

1. Retain. Students and faculty may make, own, control, and keep copies of the 

material after the semester and into perpetuity. The material is free to be 

downloaded, duplicated, printed, and managed by anyone holding a copy.  

2. Reuse. Students and faculty may use the material in a wide range of ways, 

whether in class, for publicly-posted projects, videos, websites, reports, and 

other creative products, provided that author(s) are attributed accordingly. 

3. Revise. Students and faculty may freely adapt, adjust, modify, and alter OER 

content, which includes devising assignments and other activities to 

collectively improve materials for future semesters. 

4. Remix. Students and faculty may freely combine openly-licensed materials 

to create new products altogether; as such, the use of OER empowers faculty 

to structure content that perfectly aligns with their course learning outcomes. 

5. Redistribute. Students and faculty may freely share OER materials, in their 

original or modified forms, with anyone, at any time, in any format.  

 

As evidenced above, the flexible permissions allowed by OER have the potential 

to shift the restrictive dynamic created by traditionally copyrighted course materials to 

one of a continuously improving, sharing community. The following section builds upon 

this overview to explore three policy alternatives that outline ways that Open 

                                                      
 
 
 
3 THE “5R” PERMISSIONS OF OER WERE FIRST OUTLINED BY DAVID WILEY AND PUBLISHED FREELY UNDER A CREATIVE COMMONS 
ATTRIBUTION 4.0 LICENSE AT HTTP://OPENCONTENT.ORG/DEFINITION/. 
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Educational Resources can help ensure that, after all of the work to eliminate tuition 

barriers, the cost of course materials does not prevent Tennessee community college 

students from succeeding in coursework and progressing to obtain post-secondary 

degrees and credentials.  

 
 

III. POLICY GOALS 
 

When evaluating policy alternatives that explore the use of OER to help remove 

barriers associated with the rising cost of course materials, three goals –access, success, 

and feasibility –emerge as natural criteria for evaluation. These three goals, along with 

metrics to measure each, are detailed below:  

 

Goal #1. Access.  

The primary goal of any policy would be to minimize cost and maximize access, 

ensuring that students have affordable, easy, and continued access to course materials. 

Access can be measured by 1) student cost savings, 2) ease of access, and 3) ease of setup 

and implementation for faculty and administrative partners:   

o Cost savings. A successful policy should result in affordable materials that 

protect consumers/students by reducing the amount of course material-related 

debt accrued during a student’s time at an institution. Cost savings per course 

and by semester, as compared to that of required materials previously in use, will 

provide helpful gauges of access and affordability.  

o Access to materials. A successful policy would facilitate students’ seamless 

access to course materials on or before the first day of class and after the 

conclusion of the course by allowing students to save, print, and/or transfer 

material before they lose access in the learning management system at the end of 

the semester.  

o Setup and implementation. Seamless access here refers not only to the effort 

it takes for students to access materials for a course, but also the ease with which 

faculty are able to set up, implement, and transition those materials from one 

semester to the next. It also encompasses the additional workload required by 
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partners in the registrar’s office, bookstore. and other administrative areas who 

work diligently in the background to set up and maintain the infrastructures that 

ensure the success of affordability initiatives.  

Goal #2. Success.  

A second policy goal –success – encompasses how well an alternative empowers 

students to succeed in coursework and make timely progress toward degrees and 

credentials. Three metrics can be employed to measure impacts on success: C or better 

pass rates, credits earned, and usage within the course:  

• C or better pass rates.  

• Credits earned is a helpful indicator of meaningful progress toward 

graduation. Credits earned differs from credit hours in which a student enrolls 

each semester, which is a common metric in existing OER efficacy research. For 

instance, Fischer, et al (2015) used credits enrolled to suggest that students in 

low/no-cost course material classes make more progress toward degrees than 

similar students in classes using only traditionally copyrighted course materials. 

Across TBR institutions, however, there is considerable variation in credits 

enrolled vs. earned, so credits earned (for students engaged in OER courses 

versus those not engaged in OER courses) will provide a more accurate measure 

of progress toward graduation. 

• Usage within the course seeks to identify the extent to which faculty 

incorporate materials into instruction. Efforts to lower the cost of materials will 

be unproductive if faculty do not actually incorporate the materials as an 

essential tool and part of their courses; conversely, more expensive copyrighted 

materials that go untouched do an even greater disservice to students’ prospects 

for success.  

Goal #3. Feasibility.  

A third goal for evaluating OER policy alternatives is feasibility. Feasibility can be 

divided into three aspects – economic, cultural, and operational. Initiatives that deliver 

significant cost savings yet lack feasibility may see progress initially, but prove 
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unsustainable over the long term. Aspect of feasibility along with key metrics are 

described below: 

• Economic. In addition to student costs, system and/or institutional costs to 

implement, broaden awareness and participation, and sustain initiatives should 

also be considered. Hidden and ongoing costs associated with OER include the 

need to compensate faculty for efforts and time spent updating and developing 

materials (best practices include course development stipends, course release 

time, and recognizing faculty contributions toward OER in tenure and promotion 

processes). Likewise, the cost of administrator time and efforts to update and 

maintain policies and processes should also be factored in.  

• Cultural. The success of any solution – system or institution-level –rests on its 

ability to be well-received by stakeholders and make a positive impact on the 

norms, values, and ideologies that are created, shaped, and sustained by an 

institution’s faculty, students, and administrators (Tierney, 2008). As such, any 

alternative proposed should have significant input and from faculty, students, 

administrators, and other stakeholders. Initiatives should be realistic for the 

culture of the individual institution; what works for one may not be culturally 

feasible for another.  

• Operational. To be operationally feasible, the infrastructure to implement and 

sustain a policy or initiative should be present. If a decision is made to increase 

transparency by designating low/no-cost courses in the online catalog or course 

schedule, a method must exist to tag these courses (see ideas in Alternative 2). If 

an OER initiative is launched, the resources to facilitate faculty development and 

support should also be available, as should the administrative bandwidth to 

coordinate and update policies, processes, and standards.  

 

IV. ALTERNATIVES 
The three policy alternatives outlined in this section have the potential to impact 

barriers resulting from the rising cost of course materials. Each alternative also focuses 

on General Education course areas, which have the greatest breadth of quality, openly-
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licensed content available (while content may exist for some higher-level and specialty 

course areas, overall options remain relatively scarce). Incorporated throughout each 

description are examples from institutions who have adopted similar paths, and then 

the following section (V: Evaluation & Discussion) each alternative is scored against 

policy goals access, success, and feasibility.  

 

Alternative 1. System-funded initiative to replace traditionally copyrighted 

materials in General Education courses with Open Educational Resources 

(OER). Costs of OER support, development, and sustainability are born by 

the existing system technology or other budget.  

Tidewater Community College’s Zero Cost Degree or “Z-Degree” represents the 

first and one of the most successful examples of an institution or system absorbing the 

costs of OER course support. In 2013, under the leadership of faculty and 

administrators, an OER-based associate of science degree in business administration 

program was launched that gave students the ability to earn their degree without 

purchasing a single textbook (Wiley, et al, 2016). The business administration program 

was selected because of its potential for wide-scale impact – the program was offered at 

all campuses and saw the second highest number of annual graduates of all programs in 

the Virginia Community College System.  

Development was incremental and rolled out over a one year pilot period. First, 

12 program anchor courses and 9 popular electives that also fulfilled requirements for 

the business administration degree were selected. Course development was funded in 

part by grants from Hewlett Foundation and Achieving the Dream and entailed faculty’s 

identifying learning outcomes for each course, locating high-quality OER content to 

match, and then aligning that content to each outcome. Next, the initial pilot (fall 2013) 

included 303 students in 13 “Z-section” courses, and 12,574 students in “non-Z sections” 

of those same courses. Results from the first semester pilot showed a statistically 

significant difference in drop rates for students in Z-section courses versus the non-Z 
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section courses (2.64% vs. 3.72%)4. An expanded 26 section pilot in spring 2014 (450 

students, with 10,658 students in non-Z sections) showed similarly significant results – 

a 2.79% Z-section drop rate vs. 3.57% non-Z drop rate. Throughout development and 

again at the end of the academic year, courses were reviewed for copyright, quality, and 

college standard compliance (with two being selected for redesign before relaunching). 

Once the courses were in place that summer, a pool of faculty were trained to teach the 

Z-courses and expand the program. In fall 2017, 43 faculty taught 111 Z-course sections 

(Sheridan, 2017).  

While course development was initially supported in part by grant funding, the 

funding for sustaining Tidewater’s Z-degree program was based on the expected 

increase in tuition revenue for when all faculty across the program adopted OER (drawn 

from the 0.78% difference in drop rate between Z- and non-Z sections during the 2013-

14 pilot year. The institution then used the “dropped course” tuition revenue that would 

otherwise have been refunded to fund ongoing efforts. Below details the basic formula 

for Tidewater’s INcreased Tuition Revenue through OER (INTRO) model, which 

accounts for percentage of students and per-credit hour charges for both in-state and 

out-of-state students:  

 

Figure 1. Tidewater Community College’s INcreased Tuition Revenue through OER (INTRO) funding 

formula 

(182 * 0.89 * $164.35 *3) in-state + ((182 * 0.11 * $358.95 * 3) out-of-state = 

$101,422.78 additional revenue per academic year 

 

Since the introduction of the Tidewater Community College Z-Degree, over 10,000 

students have enrolled in Z-sections with an estimated $1M+ in savings accrued. On 

average, students taking Z-courses also enroll in one more course a semester versus 

                                                      
 
 
 
4 DROP RATES WERE CALCULATED BY SUBTRACTING THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS ENROLLED ON THE CENSUS DATE FROM THE NUMBER 
ENROLLED ON THE FIRST DAY OF CLASS. THIS MEASURE, LIKE TBR’S CURRENT DROP RATE CALCULATION, IS PROBLEMATIC IN NOT ACCOUNTING 
FOR STUDENTS SWITCHING BETWEEN SECTIONS OF THE SAME COURSE, AND FOR A MORE ACCURATE MEASURE WILEY (2016) RECOMMENDS A 
CALCULATION THAT ACCOUNTS FOR THE LATER BEHAVIOR OF INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS WHO DROP.  
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their peers in non-Z courses, allowing them to reduce the time needed to complete their 

degrees (Sheridan, 2017). Additional Z-degrees in criminal justice, general studies, and 

science are slated to launch in coming years (Osberger, 2017).  

Tidewater is but one example. Z-degrees have become increasingly commonplace at 

postsecondary institutions across the nation (Mississippi Z-Degree, Houston 

Community College System, etc). Some initiatives are state funded -- in 2016, the state 

of California allocated $5M for the development of Z-degrees (Rikard, 2016). More 

recently, New York Governor Andrew Cuomo has allocated $8M to be split between the 

CUNY and SUNY system for OER initiatives (Governor Cuomo Announces, 2018). In 

light of the successes seen at Tidewater and other Virginia institutions, the Virginia 

Community College system has contracted with an OER courseware provider to enable 

unlimited adoption of curated OER courses at no cost to students (Curtis, 2019). 

However, despite how well-funded these initiatives are for the moment, without 

feasibility – a plan for sustainability – once the funding runs out, the situation will 

revert back to the status quo.  

 With the above examples in mind, the following bullet points summarize points 

of consideration for an institution- or system-funded initiative based on the goals of 

access, success, and feasibility:  

 

o Access. With the system absorbing related costs, savings to the student can be 

maximized. On average, students who take a course that utilizes OER in place of a 

traditionally copyrighted textbook spend $17.32 per course and maintain the 

ability to retain those materials into perpetuity (Nyamweya, 2018). Comparably, 

the 4,351 students participating in TBR’s Spring 2019 Digital Engagement 

Initiative (DEI) pilot saw eTextbook prices ranging from $28-$108 per course 

(Moreland, 2019). In terms of access, both eTextbooks and OER can be set up for 

seamless access through the institution’s learning management system, but 

student will definitely see more significant cost-savings with the use of OER. 

Likewise, while publishers agreed to extend the subscription duration for the DEI 

pilot, the subscription term will still eventually end and students will lose access 

to their materials. While this may not be of consequence for courses that do not 
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pertain to the students’ area of study, lacking materials for the long-term could 

prove especially problematic for students in technical programs who potentially 

need to reference materials throughout their careers.  

• Success. Research overwhelmingly points to equal if not better results for 

students in courses utilizing OER. Findings from a multi-institutional study by 

Hilton, et al (2016) noted a 6.1% average improvement in throughput – an 

aggregate of drop rate, withdrawal rate, and passing with a C or better –across 

face-to-face and online classes. Wiley, et al (2016) found the average difference in 

drop rates between students enrolling in OER courses versus courses utilizing 

traditionally copyrighted materials was 0.78%. 

• Feasibility. Economically, institutions differ in capacity to implement and 

sustain a low/no-cost initiative. Tidewater’s INTRO model provides an example 

of how institutions might sustain the provision of OER services based on 

additional tuition revenue generated as a result of decreasing drop rates (Wiley, 

et al, 2016). In cases where funds are not paid to third-party courseware 

providers, this additional revenue could also fund faculty support for expansion 

of OER by way of professional development, time release or stipends for course 

development, etc. Culturally, initiatives that support faculty interest will stand 

the greatest chance for success (Tidewater, for example, does not mandate use of 

OER, but rather supports interested faculty by connecting them with libarians 

and other resources to help develop and launch their courses). Faculty will also 

feel supported if methods and resources are in place to compensate and assist 

them in locating, reviewing, and effectively integrating OER into their teaching 

and learning practices. Support, for instance, could be provided by mobilizing 

existing campus partners such as librarians, instructional designers, and other 

teaching and learning staff to help faculty align materials and develop ancillaries 

such as assessments, visuals, etc. (Griffiths, et al, 2018).  

Operationally, technical challenges and hidden costs related to limited or slow 

internet access, technical problems, affordability of devices, technology 

distractions during class, and the “cost of change” to shift pertain to the use of 
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both OER and traditionally copyrighted eTextbooks – each of the aforementioned 

were challenges reported from the 2019 Digital Engagement Initiative pilot 

(Moreland, 2019). The wifi and connectivity challenges associated with 

traditionally copyrighted eTextbooks may be less an issue with OER, however, as 

students are free to download OER to an unlimited number of devices without 

any restrictions. Unknown at this time is the level to which a system-supported 

OER initiative may be prohibited by TBR’s contractual relationship with Follett, 

the system’s educational technology and course materials provider.  

 

Alternative 2. Student-funded initiative to replace traditionally copyrighted 

materials in General Education courses with Open Educational Resources 

(OER). Costs of OER support, development, and sustainability are funded 

via student course fees ($30), the proceeds of which are retained by the 

individual institution.  

Odessa College in Midland, TX is one institution that has successfully funded the 

expansion of OER through student course fees. An initial participant in the 38-

institution consortium Achieving the Dream grant, Odessa’s work to replace course 

materials with OER have earned them recognition as a 2017 Aspen Award recipient and 

2019 Aspen finalist. To sustain and further expand their efforts, Odessa instated a $35 

access fee per OER course. The proceeds support stipends for faculty course 

development, professional development, and other administrative costs. Portions of the 

course fee also fund third-party OER-based courseware, for instance that used in the 

Math Studio learning support program. 

In terms of results, during the first two eight-week sessions of Fall 2017, students 

in OER courses at Odessa College saved $1M+ over the cost of materials previously in 

use (Odessa College, 2019). The institution has also seen higher enrollment, an almost 

doubling of the three-year graduation rate, lower drop rates, improved persistence, and 

improved rates of success among students of color. The rapid expansion of Odessa’s 

OER initiative is also driven by an institutional requirement that all sections of a course 

transition to OER if one section of a particular course has proven able to make the 

transition, regardless of instructor or modality (face to face, online, hybrid, etc.).  
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Texas-based El Paso Community College and San Jacinto College are two other 

institutions that utilize course fees to cover the cost of OER support and expansion. To 

make students aware of these course sections, low/no-cost OER courses are tagged in 

the course catalog. El Paso Community College, for example, designates OER courses 

with a “OER fee” label (EPCC Course Schedule, 2019): 
 

Figure 2. OER Course Schedule Tagging by El Paso Community College 

 
 

San Jacinto Community College has gone one step further to brand their course 

material affordability initiative under the name “Open Books” (“Open Books,” 2019). 

This affordable learning initiative designates three levels of cost in the course catalog 

and registration system: Open Books (no material cost), Open Books Low ($50 or less), 

and Open Books Plus (inclusive access course fee of any amount for digital learning 

materials). Both the course schedule and registration system identify “Open Books” 

courses and note that any additional charges will be applied to the student’s account: 
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Figure 3. San Jacinto Open Books Course Schedule and Registration Designations 

 
 

 
 

Two additional examples of how institutions designate low/no-cost OER courses 

come from Mississippi and Virginia. The University of Mississippi tags all zero-materials 

cost courses as “Z-Degree” in their course schedule (“Z-Degree Mississippi,” 2016), and 

Tidewater Community College designates OER/”Zero Cost Degree” courses by using a 

“Z” in the course section name (“Textbook-free degree,” 2019): 

• DZ: Daytime Z-course 

• HZ: Hybrid Z-course 

• OZ: Online Z-course 

• NZ: Evening (night) Z-course 

 

With the above examples in mind, the following bullets evaluate a student course 

fee-funded initiative from the standpoint of policy goals access, success, and feasibility:  
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• Access. With students absorbing costs otherwise born by the system, the overall 

cost to students will be higher than in a system-supported model but still 

significantly less than the current publisher-dominated dynamic. Student course 

fees would allow for seamless, day one or before digital access to materials within 

the learning management system. Where OER is used, students would also have 

access indefinitely. 

• Success. The stories of Odessa College, El Paso Community College, and others 

show that course access fees can be successfully introduced and managed; since 

introducing the OER program at Odessa College, the three-year graduation rate 

has nearly doubled, drop rates have lowered, and improved success rates 

amongst students of color have been seen. 

• Feasibility. Economically, student course fees would provide institutions a 

consistent funding source to implement, broaden awareness, and sustain the cost 

of transitioning from traditionally copyrighted materials to outcomes-aligned 

OER. With student course fees, neither the institution nor the system would have 

to draw from existing budgets or gamble on forecasted windfall from fewer 

course drops (such as in the Tidewater INTRO model). With revenues remaining 

at the institution, student course fees would provide continued incentive to 

expand the use of OER while also decreasing students’ overall expense for course 

materials. Increased transparency to the student consumer would be achieved, 

providing students clarity as to what they need to budget for course materials. 

Likewise, as anecdotal evidence shows that students gravitate toward courses 

with lower material costs, in addition to increasing transparency, the use of OER 

would introduce a level of competition between departments and courses as those 

utilizing OER would see greater revenue generated for initiative support, 

development, and expansion. Culturally, faculty would likely be amenable 

because the solution acknowledges and seeks to properly support their efforts in 

transitioning to and supporting OER. Operationally, most Tennessee institutions 

have the ability to support an OER initiative through existing personnel 

(librarians, teaching and learning support, etc). At El Paso Community College, 

for example, a librarian serves as the main point of contact for OER course 
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support, helping faculty locate and align materials with their existing course 

learning outcomes. Operationally, in most cases, courses are able to be tagged in 

course catalogs and registration systems through one or more of the methods 

described above. System level coordination could support institutions in updating 

policies and processes, as well as provide the infrastructure for courses to be 

shared amongst neighboring institutions. 

 

Alternative 3. System- or institution-mandated low-cost cap for all General 

Education course materials, supported by student course access fees and 

digital-first delivery through the learning management system.  

Registration system designations alerting students to course sections where low- or 

no-cost are in use have become increasingly common, for instance in states like 

California, Oregon, Texas, Washington, Georgia, and Florida (Lieberman, 2017). 

However, few states or institutions have been so bold as to mandate a cost cap for all 

General Education courses. This alternative suggests that each 3-credit hour course bear 

a course materials fee of no more than $40 (or other amount deemed reasonable).  

One institution that has taken this step is the University of British Columbia (UBC), 

ranked amongst the top 20 public universities worldwide and among the top three in 

Canada. The UBC Senate recently approved a $65 per 3-credit hour cost cap for any 

course utilizing third-party vendors as a portion of the assessment (Hendricks, 2019)5. 

The logic underlying UBC’s decision centers around institutional expectations and 

arguments for equitable and inclusive learning, summarized as follows: 

 

1. The cost of tuition should also support the cost of course assessment. 

2. Faculty should develop learning materials within UBC-supported technologies and 

platforms and not outsource a significant component of assessment into paid third-

                                                      
 
 
 
5 THESE PRINCIPLES ALSO STIPULATE THAT USE OF THIRD-PARTY VENDOR ASSESSMENTS CANNOT EXCEED 20% OF THE FINAL COURSE GRADE.  
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party systems (furthermore, for courses that do utilize a third-party assessment tool, 

UBC mandates that portion not to exceed 20% of the course grade).  

3. When courses include a required textbook, it is the content of the textbook that is 

required and not the specific textbook. This allows students options for how they 

access traditional text resources.  

4. Conversely, requiring materials that can only be accessed by each unique student 

removes the agency in how students access resources. When student consumer 

agency is removed, equitable and inclusive learning are impacted.  

 

While the course material cost cap has few precedents outside of UBC, the 

widespread availability of high-quality, low- and no-cost materials for General 

Education course areas would still provide multiple options from which faculty could 

select, allowing for the preservation of both academic freedom and consumer agency. 

The following bullets evaluate how a course material cost cap might accommodate the 

policy goals of access, success, and feasibility:  

 

• Access. With a set cost cap for all General Education courses, students could 

reliably anticipate the additional investment needed to purchase course materials 

each semester. For example, a student taking a 15-hour General Education course 

load could expect to spend no more than $160. With digital-first delivery through 

the institution’s learning management system, students could pay using financial 

aid dollars and also have seamless, day-one access to materials. Furthermore, 

courses utilizing OER would allow students to save copies of those materials for 

access after the semester ends and into perpetuity. 

• Success. Under this alternative cost savings is certain, and although research is 

yet to be conducted because of the relative newness of this initiative, if findings 

from other low/no-cost initiatives can be applied, parallel phenomena (higher C 

or better passing rates, lower drop and withdrawal rates, etc) could be expected.  

• Feasibility. Economically, the course material cap alternative presents little risk 

to the institution since the initiative is funded by course fees. One objection may 

be toward feasibility of the initiative for publishers; however, a $40 fee for digital 
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access to traditionally copyrighted publisher materials would be a generous 

gesture to publishers like Cengage, who currently offers unlimited access to all 

holdings for a single subscription price -- $119.99 (4 months), $179.99 (1 year), or 

$239.99 (2 years) (“Cengage Unlimited - All-in-One Subscription Digital Access,” 

n.d.). Such a move would also enable publishers to make good on their promise to 

increase affordability. Recently, Cengage CEO Michael Hanson (soon to be the 

CEO of McGraw-Hill Education once the Cengage/McGraw-Hill merger is 

complete in 202o) noted the merger would enable the combined publishers to 

provide a “radically more affordable” experience for students (Lombardo, 2019). 

Culturally, faculty would likely be amenable as this model still allows freedom of 

choice to select materials, regardless of whether those materials are copyrighted 

or openly licensed. Faculty interested in pursuing OER could be compensated for 

course development and maintenance, while faculty uninterested in OER could 

still select from traditionally copyrighted options offered within the price point 

deemed reasonable by the policy. Having lower course fees attached to OER 

course sections would also likely draw students to enroll in those sections, thus 

incentivizing departments and institutions to promote the use of OER as the 

revenue generated could be used to further promote and sustain the program. 

 

V. EVALUATION & DISCUSSION 
 

This section further evaluates the three policy alternatives outlined in the 

previous section, each of which have the potential to impact barriers associated with the 

rising cost of course materials: Alternative 1, a system-funded low/no-cost initiative; 

Alternative 2, a student course fee -funded low/no-cost initiative, and Alternative 3, 

a course material cost cap for all General Education courses. The evaluation scoring in 

Table 1 summarizes the potential of each alternative to positively impact categories 

related to the goals access, success, and feasibility (Very High, High, Medium, Low, or 
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Variable6 impact). For instance, the OER initiative funded by student course fees 

described in Alternative 2 would have High potential to impact student cost-savings, 

whereas the system-funded initiative described in Alternative 1 would have even greater 

(Very High) potential to impact student cost-savings. Table 2 summarizes stakeholder 

risks, and Tables 3-6 summarize student cost-savings. Table 7 examines potential 

impact on student success, and Table 8 looks at potential institutional return with the 

use of course fees. 

 
Table 1 Evaluation of Policy Alternatives by Impact on Access, Success, and Feasibility 
 

POLICY GOALS IMPACT 
CATEGORY 

OER ALTERNATIVES 
1- System 
Supported OER 
Initiative 

2- Course Fee-
Supported OER 
Initiative  

3-Materials 
Cost Cap 

ACCESS Student Cost-
Savings 

Very High  High  High 

Access  Very High  
 

Very High Very High 

SUCCESS Throughput High High High 

Degree 
Progress 

High High Very High 

Use in Course Very High Very High High 

FEASIBILITY Economic Variable Low Very High 

Cultural Variable  High Very High 

Operational Variable Variable High 

 
When evaluating policy alternatives, stakeholder risks and potentials for gain 

should also be considered. Table 2 on the following page considers the distribution of 

effects among affected parties based on potential for gain or risk (Significant Gain, 

Moderate Gain, No Effect, or Risk). For instance, faculty may experience initial Risk 

related to the labor involved in launching either Alternative 1 or 2. After a time, 

however, faculty would see Significant Gain from 1) the benefits of teaching with openly 

                                                      
 
 
 
6 VARIABLE IMPACT REPRESENTS CATEGORIES WHERE THE IMPACT IS CONTINGENT UPON THE CULTURE AND INFRASTRUCTURE OF THE 
INDIVIDUAL INSTITUTION. 
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licensed materials and 2) institutional support ranging from course development and 

maintenance stipends and/or recognition of contributions toward tenure and 

promotion. Publishers, on the other hand, experience Risk in Alternatives 1 and 2 but 

then Moderate Gain from a potential competitive advantage in Alternative 3 where 

faculty would be allowed to select from both traditionally copyrighted and openly 

licensed materials that meet the established cost cap. 

 
Table 2. Impact of Policy Alternatives on Course Material Stakeholders 

STAKEHOLDERS POLICY ALTERNATIVES 

 1-System-Supported 
OER Initiative  

2-Course Fee-Supported 
OER Initiative 

3-Materials Cost Cap 

STUDENTS Significant Gain  Moderate Gain Moderate Gain 

FACULTY Risk → Significant Gain Risk → Significant Gain Moderate Gain 
INSTITUTION Significant Gain  Significant Gain  Moderate Gain 

SYSTEM Moderate Gain Significant Gain  Significant Gain  
PUBLISHERS Risk Risk Moderate Gain 

 
 

This final set of tables applies research on access, success, and feasibility with the 

use of OER to the TBR system and populations at selected institutions Walters State, 

Motlow State, and Southwest TN Community College7.  

 
POTENTIAL IMPACT: ACCESS 

The tables on the next two pages outline potential student cost-savings on both 

system- and institution-levels as a result of replacing traditionally copyrighted materials 

with OER. Table 3 on the next page examines potential impact for varying percentages 

of the 19,424 first-time, full-time freshmen who enrolled in college-level and learning 

support credits at TBR community colleges in the fall semester of 2017 (TBR Student 

Information System, 2018). The figures for Alternative 1 are based on research from 

Nyamweya (2018), which reported averages spent per copyrighted book to be $134.26, 

versus $17.32 on OER, which encompasses costs related to printed copies, self-printing, 

                                                      
 
 
 
7 THESE ESTIMATES ASSUME THAT THE FINDINGS ARE CONSISTENT ENOUGH TO BE GENERALIZED. 
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companion and online homework systems, etc. Also projected are student savings per 

course with Alternative 2, a $30 OER course access fee, and Alternative 3, a $40 

material cost cap: 

 
Table 3. Potential Student Cost-Savings for % First-Time Freshmen at TBR Community Colleges  
 

% FTF ENROLLED IN TBR 
OER COURSES 

10% TBR FTF 
STUDENTS 

40% TBR FTF 
STUDENTS 

50% TBR FTF 
STUDENTS ) 

75% TBR FTF 
STUDENTS  

ALTERNATIVE 1. 
SEMESTER SAVINGS FOR 
SWITCH TO OER ($17.32 
AVERAGE SPENDING) 

$233,880 
saved per 

course 

$912,132 saved 
per course 

$1,134,318 
saved per course 

$1,707,324 
saved per course 

ALTERNATIVE 2. 
SAVINGS BASED ON $30 
OER COURSE FEE 

$208,520 
saved per OER 

course 

$813,228 saved 
per course 

$1,011,322 
saved per course 

$1,522,196 
saved per course 

ALTERNATIVE 3. 
SAVINGS BASED ON $40 
MATERIAL COST CAP  

$188,520 
saved per 

course 

$735,228 saved 
per course 

$914,322 saved 
per course 

$1,376,196 
saved per course 

 
According to these projections, if 40% percent of freshmen across the system 

were engaged in a single OER course, savings would amount to almost $1M per 

semester. Even with a $30 course fee, if 50% of students across the system were engaged 

in a single OER course, $1M+ in savings would be possible. Likewise, if over the span of 

an academic year just 10% of freshmen (approximately 2,000 students) were engaged in 

five OER courses, $1M+ in cost savings could be achieved. These savings would not only 

reduce overall student debt but also presumably provide resources that would remain in 

the community to further promote individual welfare and support local and state 

economies.  

The transition to OER also has the potential to bring significant cost-savings to 

students. Tables 4, 5, and 6 present estimated impacts based on Fall 2017 full-time 
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equivalency (FTE) enrollment8 at Walters State, Motlow State, and Southwest 

Tennessee Community Colleges: 

 
Table 4. Walters State Community College (Morristown, TN). Potential Student Cost-Savings for 
% 4,206 Full-Time Enrollment (FTE) Students 
 

% FTE STUDENTS IN WSCC OER 
COURSES 

10% OF 
STUDENTS 

40% OF 
STUDENTS 

50% OF 
STUDENTS 

ALTERNATIVE 1. SEMESTER 
SAVINGS FOR SWITCH TO OER 
($17.32 AVERAGE SPENDING) 

$49,115 saved 
per course 

$196,693 saved 
per course 

$245,925 saved 
per course 

ALTERNATIVE 2. SAVINGS 
BASED ON $30 OER COURSE FEE 

$43,789 saved 
per OER course 

$175,365 saved 
per course 

$219,259 saved 
per course 

ALTERNATIVE 3. SAVINGS 
BASED ON $40 COST CAP  

$39,589 saved 
per course 

$158,545 saved 
per course 

$198,229 saved 
per course 

 
 
 
Table 5. Motlow State Community College (Smyrna, TN). Potential Student Cost-Savings for % 
of 4,485 Full-Time Enrollment (FTE) Students 

% OF MSCC FTE 
10% OF 

STUDENTS 
40% OF 

STUDENTS 
50% OF 

STUDENTS 

ALTERNATIVE 1. SEMESTER 
SAVINGS FOR SWITCH TO OER 
($17.32 AVERAGE SPENDING) 

$52,506 saved 
per course 

$209,790 saved 
per course 

$262,296 saved 
per course 

ALTERNATIVE 2. SAVINGS 
BASED ON $30 OER COURSE 
FEE 

$46,813 saved 
per OER 
course 

$187,042 saved 
per course 

$233,855 saved 
per course 

ALTERNATIVE 3. SAVINGS 
BASED ON $40 COST CAP  

$42,323 saved 
per course 

$169,102 saved 
per course 

$211,425 saved 
per course 

 
  

                                                      
 
 
 
8 SOURCE: 2017-2018 FACTBOOK, TABLE 2.3: HTTPS://WWW.TN.GOV/CONTENT/DAM/TN/THEC/BUREAU/RESEARCH/OTHER-
RESEARCH/FACTBOOK/2017-18%20FACT%20BOOK_SUPPRESSED_FINAL.PDF 
 

https://www.tn.gov/content/dam/tn/thec/bureau/research/other-research/factbook/2017-18%20Fact%20Book_Suppressed_Final.pdf
https://www.tn.gov/content/dam/tn/thec/bureau/research/other-research/factbook/2017-18%20Fact%20Book_Suppressed_Final.pdf
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Table 6. Southwest TN Community College (Memphis, TN). Potential Student Cost-Savings for % 
Full-Time Enrollment (FTE) Students 

% OF 6,138 FTE STUDENTS 
IN SWCC OER COURSES 

10% OF 
STUDENTS 

40% OF 
STUDENTS 

50% OF 
STUDENTS  

ALTERNATIVE 1. SEMESTER 
SAVINGS FOR SWITCH TO 
OER ($17.32 AVERAGE 
SPENDING) 

$71,801 saved 
per course 

$287,088 saved 
per course 

$358,888.86 
saved per course 

ALTERNATIVE 2. SAVINGS 
BASED ON $30 OER COURSE 
FEE 

$64,016 saved 
per OER course 

$255,958 saved 
per course 

$319,974 saved 
per course 

ALTERNATIVE 3. SAVINGS 
BASED ON $40 COST CAP  

$57,876 saved 
per course 

$231,408 saved 
per course 

$289,284 saved 
per course 

 

POTENTIAL IMPACT: SUCCESS 
 

As elaborated, cost-savings is but one piece of the overall success puzzle – the 

replacement of traditionally copyrighted textbooks with Open Educational Resources 

also has the potential to greatly impact student success. A study of over 45,000 students 

in the Virginia Community College system demonstrated significant differences in C or 

better rates between control and treatment groups using OER in both face-to-face and 

online/hybrid courses (5.7% improvement for face-to-face courses, and 4.3% for 

online/hybrid courses). If the weighted average percentage between the two modalities 

were generalizable, an average 5.5% increase in C or better pass rates could be 

expected across the TBR community college system.9 These potential impacts are 

reflected in Table 7 on the following page.  
 

  

                                                      
 
 
 
9 THESE CALCULATIONS ARE BASED OFF FALL 2017 NUMBERS FOR ALL DEGREE-SEEKING STUDENTS BASED ON END OF TERM COURSE DATA, 
WHICH SHOW 72.4% C OR BETTER RATES FOR ALL TBR COMMUNITY COLLEGES (ROUNDED TO 72% FOR THESE CALCULATIONS), AND 76.1%, 
77.9%, AND 64.1% C OR BETTER RATES FOR WALTERS, MOTLOW, AND SOUTHWEST TN (ROUNDED TO 76%, 78%, AND 64% RESPECTIVELY). 
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Table 7. Potential Impact: C or Better Pass Rates for TBR System and Selected Institutions 

 TBR SYSTEM 
72% 

WALTERS 
STATE 
76% 

MOTLOW 
STATE 
78% 

SOUTHWEST 
TN  

64% 

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON 
PASS RATES (C OR BETTER) 

77% 81% 83% 69% 

POTENTIAL IMPACT: FEASIBILITY  
The use of OER course access fees also have the potential to bring additional 

revenue to an institution. Proceeds from a $30 course access fee could help broaden 

awareness, promote participation, and sustain ongoing costs related to faculty time 

spent developing and updating materials and administrative costs related to expanding 

programs and updating policies and processes. The projected impacts below detail 

anticipated institutional returns for the use of a $30 OER course access fee: 
 

Table 8. Potential Impact: Institutional Return for $30 Course Fee 

% FALL 2017 FTE ENROLLED IN 
OER COURSES 

10% OF FTE 
ENROLLED IN OER 

40% OF FTE 
ENROLLED IN OER 

50% OF FTE 
ENROLLED IN OER 

WALTERS STATE COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE (4,206 FTE) 

$12,630 per OER 
course 

$50,460 per OER 
course 

$63,090 per OER 
course 

MOTLOW STATE 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE (4,485 
FTE) 

$13,470 per OER 
course 

$53,820 per OER 
course 

$67,290 per OER 
course 

SOUTHWEST TN COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE (6,138 FTE) 

$18,420 per OER 
course 

$73,650 per OER 
course 

$92,070 per OER 
course 

 

VI. RECOMMENDATION 
Each alternative presented in this report has the potential to positively impact 

barriers to success associated with the rising cost of course materials for students at 

Tennessee community colleges: 

 

• Alternative 1. System-funded initiative to replace traditionally copyrighted 

materials in General Education courses with Open Educational Resources (OER). 

Costs of OER support, development, and sustainability are born by the existing 

system technology or other budget.  
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• Alternative 2. Student-funded initiative to replace traditionally copyrighted 

materials in General Education courses with Open Educational Resources (OER). 

Costs of OER support, development, and sustainability are funded via student 

course fees ($30), the proceeds of which are retained by the individual 

institution.  

• Alternative 3. System- or institution-mandated low-cost cap for all General 

Education course materials, supported by student course access fees and digital-

first delivery through the learning management system.  

 

Given the policy goals of access, success, and feasibility, it is recommended that 

institutions adopt Alternative 2, with incremental movement toward Alternative 1 

as is feasible for institutions and/or the TBR system. To ease burdens associated with 

the significant faculty labor associated with starting up an OER program, it is 

recommended that each institution select 1-2 programs or courses to develop, pilot, and 

hone. These courses/programs – along with their incremental future improvements – 

could then be shared with neighboring institutions via an infrastructure supported and 

maintained by the TBR system. It is further recommended the Tennessee Board of 

Regents further explore the feasibility of Alternative 3, i.e., establishing a course-level 

cost cap for materials at either the individual institution or system level.  

With the TBR system providing the infrastructure for institutions to organize and 

share their work, and by supporting faculty in recognizing their contributions toward 

tenure and promotion, it would be possible to lower the $30 student OER course fee 

over time as the initial development and implementation phases progress into phases of 

steady and incremental maintenance. In this manner, the initiatives seeded by efforts 

from stakeholders across the system – from faculty and administrators, to students, 

staff and external partners—will grow and flourish like plants in the garden once 

described by American horticulturist Liberty Hyde Bailey: “Plants do not grow merely to 

satisfy ambitions or to fulfill good intentions. They thrive because someone expended 

effort on them.”  
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VII. ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 
 
OER Policy Materials: 

• Creative Commons OER State Legislative Guide 

• SPARC OER State Policy Playbook 

• Lumen Learning OER Policy Development Tool 

• Northern Virginia Communtiy College OER Policy and OER Checklist to be 
approved for the course schedule’s low-cost/OER course attribution.  

• Information on Texas Senate Bill 810, which provisions a statewide OER grant 
program, commissions a feasibility study on a statewide OER repository, and 
establishes protocols for OER course designations in catalogs, schedules, and 
registration systems. 

  
Selected Links to Openly-Licensed Course Materials: 

• Creative Commons https://creativecommons.org/  
• Libretexts https://libretexts.org/ 

• Lumen Learning (OER courseware partners with Follett):  
o https://www.follett.com/lumen/  
o Full Lumen Catalog https://lumenlearning.com/courses/ 

• BCCampus (British Columbia) https://open.bccampus.ca/ 

• MERLOT (CSU System) https://www.merlot.org/merlot/ 

• OpenStax (Rice University) https://openstax.org/subjects 
• Open Textbook Network (University of Minnesota) 

https://open.umn.edu/opentextbooks/ 
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